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An International Problem
´ From Eastern Asia to United
States and Europe, scholars of
new religious movements
suspect that members of
recently established religions
are under-counted in censuses
and census-like reports. They
may have a different
understanding of the word
“religion” and report that they
have “no religion,” meaning
“no traditional religion”

An Example: Jeungsanism in Korea
´ Kang Il-Sun was known to his disciples
as Kang Jeungsan (1871-1909) and
recognized as the incarnation of the
Supreme God of the Universe, Sangje
´ Kang did not appoint a successor, and
his movement generated more than
120 different new religions in Korea

Kang (left) as played by senior Korean actor Jeon Un
(1938-2005) in the 1984 movie The Road to Peace and
Harmony

´ The largest branch originates from Jo
Jeongsan (1895-1958), who was not a
direct disciple of Kang Jeungsan but
claimed to have received a revelation
from him

Daesoon
Jinrihoe
´ Park Wudang (1917-1995, or
1918-1996 according to the
solar calendar) reorganized
Jo’s branch of the
movement under the name
Daesoon Jinrihoe in 1969,
and led it to become the
largest Korean new religion

Success in Korea

´ Statistics of Korean new religions are a matter of controversy since, as a specialist of the
field such as Donald Baker clarified, censuses and media surveys are structured in a way
inducing members of new religions not to declare their affiliation. New religions’ own
statistics may perhaps be inflated, but they are closer to reality than the censuses

Daesoon Jinrihoe: How Many Members?
´ The Korean census in 1995
found 62,000 Koreans who
indicated Daesoon Jinrihoe as
their religious affiliation, and
they were even less in the
census of 2005. However, in
addition to five large temples,
Daesoon Jinrihoe maintains 200
Fellowship Buildings, and more
than 2,000 smaller Centers for
the Propagation of Virtue, all
over South Korea.
This is a typical case of census fallacy. The movement’s own figure of six millions may
include also sympathizers, but seems to Baker (and me) more believable than the census

Rigal-Cellard vs Kent
´ In January 2019, senior French scholar,
Bernadette Rigal-Cellard published a
long article on Scientology in California.
She noted that, “I did my longer
research just one month after [Canadian
scholar and anti-cultist] Stephen Kent
was quoted by Geoff McMaster in the
University of Alberta online journal, as
affirming that: ‘[o]nce thriving Church of
Scientology faces extinction.’ Yet,
according to my own observation over
the last few years, and in particular in
2016 and 2018, the Church has truly
been experiencing expansion”

Scientology
and Statistics
´ How many Scientologists are
there? Is Scientology gaining or
losing members? The answer
depends on how a
“Scientologist” is defined.
Scientology’s constituency is
made of concentric circles. A
core circle of “members”
regards Scientology as its
primary religious identity and
devotes to the religion a
substantial amount of time.
Another circle includes those
who visit Scientology center
(“orgs”) with some regularity.
And there is a larger circle of
those who only visit an org
occasionally

But Is This Unique to
Scientology?
´ There are problems of defining “members”
peculiar to Scientology. But the definition is not
easy with respect to many other religions
´ The Catholic Church releases world statistics
based on those who have been baptized.
However, many leave the church after baptism
or become inactive. In Italy, 97,9% of the
population has been baptized into the Roman
Catholic Church, but those regularly attending
Mass are around 18%. The Italian Catholic Church
itself, since the year 2000, acknowledged that its
official statistics refer to a “baptismal
community,” while the “eucharistic community”
(i.e. those in fact attending Mass) is much smaller

Some Experiments
´ Even if an agreement would be reached on
how to define a “member” of Scientology,
counting would not be easy. In 2006, the
Italian Church of Scientology called an
internal census, whose results were made
public in 2011. In 2014, Scientology sponsored
a study by Florida State University scholars on
the economic impact of its headquarters on
the Clearwater area, showing that the
number of Scientologists moving there
because of the church’s presence or visiting
was both substantial and growing. Not
unexpectedly, anti-cultists dismissed the report
as propaganda, although the authors were
respected scholars

Fake News: Misusing
Census Data
´ A completely different matter is the fake
news spread by some anti-cult sources,
and repeated uncritically by mainline
media, Wikipedia, and even respectable
scholars. A case in point is the article
“Growth and Challenges of Scientology”
by Brian Schmied, published by the
International Policy Digest in 2013.
Schmied writes that “the American
Religious Identification Survey (ARIS)
found a strong decline from 55,000 to
45,000 members between 1990 and
2001”

Misinterpreting Data
´ Schmied links to an anti-Scientology
Web site, which links in turn to the ARIS
table. However, when reading the
table, one discovers that Schmied had
it all wrong. In fact, the table shows
exactly the contrary of what he claims.
The figure of 45,000 members refer to
1990 and the one of 55,000 members
to 2001. Schmied should have
mentioned “a strong growth” rather
than “a strong decline.” Unfortunately,
Schmied keeps being quoted. Even a
senior scholar, Hugh Urban, mentioned
Schmied as if he was a reliable source

Problems with
Scholars, Too
´ In 2017, Urban also mentioned that “the
Church’s numbers had plummeted from
55,000 in 2001 to just around 25,000 in
2008.” This was footnoted with a
reference to Schmied. However, the
reference to “25,000 in 2008” did not
come from Schmied. In fact, Schmied
wrote that “the American Religious
Identification Survey (ARIS) found a
strong decline from 55,000 to 45,000
members between 1990 and 2001, but
mysteriously their survey fails to report its
findings on minor religions in its 2008
survey”

… and even with The New York Times
´ Rather than from Schmied, the often
cited claim that the American
Religious Identification Survey found
only 25,000 Scientologists in the U.S.,
comes from an article in the New York
Times written by Fred A. Bernstein in
2010 and claiming that “the American
Religious Identification Survey found
that the number of Scientologists
dropped to 25,000 in 2008 from 55,000
in 2001.” Unfortunately, Wikipedia and
several scholarly studies also reported
the figure of 25,000 as if it came from
ARIS. But it didn’t

What ARIS Really Said

´ In fact, the ARIS did not “find” this figure. Its report about 2008 was published in 2009. The
number of American Scientologists was not mentioned, but there was nothing
“mysterious” about it. The report clearly explained that it no longer counted Scientologists
autonomously but included them in a larger category of “new religious movements and
other religions.” The general figure for this category was actually growing, from 1,7 in 2001
to 2,8 million in 2008 and one can in fact speculate that Scientology was a component of
this growth

The Real Source

´ Where did the information of the New York Times come from? The source was the message
board of an anti-Scientology Web site where, on March 28, 2009, somebody called Plockton
claimed he gave a call (or wrote) to the ARIS team and was told that the figure for
Scientology was 25,000. However, “Plockton” was also told that these were no reliable data
(and this is why they did not publish them). “Plockton” reported: “Should you conclude from
this data that Scientology membership has more than halved between 2001 and 2008? NO!
Again, there is a significant chance of error ([...]possibly as much as +/- 40%)”

Enter Patterson

´ In the same page, anti-Scientologist
Hartley Patterson, commented that the
alleged ARIS non-published figure was
based on interviews with “half a dozen
Scientologists” only and, as such, not very
useful. However, he stated that the figure
had become somewhat “official” by
being reproduced in the Web site of the
U.S. Census Bureau. This was, again,
inaccurate. The table is still in the U.S.
Census Bureau’s Web site and does not
mention Scientology at all

Did Anti-Cultists Talk to ARIS?

´ Did “Plockton,” or somebody else associated with anti-Scientology Web sites, talk to the ARIS
team in 2009? Perhaps yes. But what were they told exactly? I wrote to the principal author of
the ARIS reports, Professor Barry Kosmin, Director of the Institute for the Study of Secularism in
Society & Culture at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut. He wrote back to me that “we
never reported adherent figures for small religious groups in ARIS 2008 because of their
unreliability. We were approached by several scholars and media outlets interested in
Scientology. Our informal response – caveat emptor – was that our data suggested 25,000
+/- 300,000”

Fake News (and Fake Statistics) Travel Fast

´ A tentative range between 25,000 and 300,000 got transformed into a firm “25,000”
by “Plockton” and his friends. The number of 25,000 Scientologists that the antiScientologists themselves described as most probably inaccurate, after having
misinterpreted or distorted communications from ARIS, traveled from one anti-cultist
to another and to the New York Times, and from there to Wikipedia and articles by
respected scholars, where it was treated as a fact

But Can We Use
ARIS for NRMs?
´ It is well-known to scholars of
new religious movements that
general surveys such as ARIS,
valuable as they may otherwise
be, are not a valuable tool for
assessing membership in smaller
religions. ARIS interviewed in 2008
54,461 respondents. This is
certainly a valid sample for
assessing trends in the numbers
of the largest religious bodies,
but not adequate to assess with
any accuracy the membership in
smaller groups (and this quite
apart from the crucial problem
of how a “Scientologist” is
defined). ARIS admits this itself

Disguised As “None”?
´ As the Korean case shows, members of
new religious movements are often
persuaded that their belief is “something
different” from traditional religions.
Looking for them among those who
reported they believe to “other religions”
is not enough. In fact, they may be
mostly included among those who
reported their religion as “none”

Conclusion: Beware of Fake News

´ These comments, obviously, do not solve the problem of how to calculate the number of
Scientologists, nor were they intended to solve it. They only show that fake news poison
the well and that, when approaching this very delicate field, both media and scholars
would be well advised to double-check their sources
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